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Penile Fracture: Penoscrotal approach with degloving of penis after Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
We read with interest the paper “Penile Fracture: Penoscrotal approach with degloving of penis after Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI)” by Antonini et al. in your journal (2014; 86(1) 39-40). The statement “early surgical
exploration is paramount” does not take into consideration the excellent results reported for delayed repair of the fracture (1). Delayed repair also makes clinical identification of the fracture site more accurate since, when the acute
swelling settles, the rolling sign (caused by clot at the torn cavernosum) becomes even more obvious. This is even more
evident in late delayed repair (2). The authors correctly point out that “degloving a bruised edematous penis can be
quite challenging” especially since most fractures are in the proximal shaft. The peno scrotal incision is also easier to
perform in a delayed repair as much of the swelling and deformity are reduced. Thus, we believe that in most cases,
the fracture site can be accurately identified by the rolling sign on presentation (3). If, however, this is not evident, a
delay of 7- 12 days makes accurate identification and repair via a penoscrotal incision much easier (1). Thus, we do not
share the view that “MRI should be the first choice modality of investigation” since it is both costly and unnecessary. It
should be reserved for cases of suspected urethral rupture, bilateral cavernosal injury or doubtful diagnosis.
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of the penis is highly sensitive at detecting the exact location of the tunical tear and allows
the surgeon to chose the best surgical approach.
As 2/3 of fractures occur all the way down on the proximal aspect of the shaft, a complete degloving becomes an unnecessary procedure, as a penoscrotal approach would guarantee adequate exposure in these patients (1-4).
Magnetic resonance imaging or USS of the penis play therefore a pivotal role for the identification of the exact location of the tear
and therefore allow the surgeon to adequately choose the most appropriate surgical approach.
Surgery should be immediate, in order to preserve as much cavernosal tissue as possible and to minimize the formation of corporeal fibrosis, which would lead to ED, penile shortening and curvature (5-7).
When readily available, MRI should be the first choice modality of investigation due to its superior sensitivity in detecting tunical
injuries (8).
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